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A brilliant debut, this tense and original story deserves to be read!– B A Paris best-selling author ofBehind Closed Doors
‘Gemma Metcalfe turns the screw until the tension is almost unbearable. A fast-paced debut with a twist that made me gasp.’– Mark Edwards best-selling author ofThe Devil’s
Work

One phone call. Two lives. Their darkest secrets.
Lana needs to sell a holiday, fast. Stuck in Tenerife, in a dead end job, she never expected a response quite like Liam’s.
Thousands of miles away a phone rings. Liam never intended to pick up, he’s too busy choosing the quickest way to die. But at least someone should know the truth before he
goes, even if that someone is a stranger.
As time runs out both are drawn to the other, expressing thoughts they never imagined they would share.
When you’re about to die will your secrets even matter?
‘Trust Me is a brilliantly fast paced read, with a unique premise…add to that a spectacular twist, and I couldn't turn the pages fast enough.’– Lisa Hall, author ofBetween You and
Me
“It's a well written thriller that had mehooked from the gripping prologue and gasping out loud when I read a jaw dropping, unexpected twisttowards the end.” – Nicki Richards
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“I couldn't stop reading, because I just needed to see what secrets will be spilled next!!!I loved the way the story jumped between the present and the past, it was done seamlessly,
and added extra juice to the storyline. It was a great read and highly recommended.” – Tanya Brough
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